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Widespread Shortage of Affordable Housing
Squeezing More People into Poverty & Homelessness
By Sally Ooms

considered affordable? Most guidelines say:

Gentrification: a general term for the
arrival of wealthier people in an existing
urban district, a related increase in rents and
property values, and changes in the district’s
character and culture. The term is often used
negatively, suggesting the displacement of
poor communities by rich outsiders.

a.When an individual or family can pay for
it out of their monthly income and still
have enough money left for food, clothing,
transportation and health care.

Every year the National Low Income Housing
Coalition puts out figures that relate to
housing and wages, that is the wage a person
must earn to afford rentals in communities
across the country.

b.When the rent and utilities cost no more
than 30 percent of the household income.
However, this means that a family of four
with two working parents earning the
minimum wage can only afford $700 in
rent or mortgage payment and utilities.

The report, called “Out of Reach” is
appropriately titled. For at least the last 20
years, the crisis of unaffordable housing
has been growing so that even renters with
adequate jobs who think of themselves
as middle class are finding themselves in
trouble, and low income and extremely
low-income renters are forced out onto the
streets.

Sacramento’s growing population is creating
a demand for rental housing that is not being
met. What was a short time ago an average
of $1,021 for a two-bedroom apartment
has popped up to around $1,369 a month,
according to the on-line real estate data base
Zillow.com. Senior citizens on social security,
people receiving unemployment insurance
and people with disabilities receiving SSI are
but a few of the population who are facing
impossible rents in the.

So when is a rental house/apartment

It is looking grim even for working families.

If you take the recent statistic of what was
considered fair market rent in Sacramento
($1,021 for a two-bedroom apartment), the
affordable rent and utilities without paying
more than 30 percent of income on housing,
a household must earn an annual salary of
$40,840. In California the minimum wage
worker earns $8 an hour. To afford the fair
market rental for two bedrooms, a minimum
wage earner must work 100 hours a week for
52 weeks a year.
Compounding the unavailability problem
is Sacramento County’s recent decision to
change an ordinance that required developers
to include housing for low income and
extremely low income people to be built in
their future developments. Now developers
pay fees into a housing trust for poor people
in lieu of building more affordable housing;
when and where affordable housing will be
built from the trust fund is unknown.
And, it looks as though the city will soon
enact a similar ordinance revision.

continued page 6

LEGAL CHALLENGE TO ANTI-CAMPING ORDINANCE REACHES
THE COURT OF APPEALS
By Cathleen Williams
That summer of 2009, under the sumacs
– those trees that grow like weeds on
unwanted ground – we would gather
at dusk in the common area at the back
of the empty lot, relaxing in borrowed
chairs, and talk about the arrests and
what the police were likely to do next and
whether they would break the tents down
or not.
One of the homeless campers describes
the last time he was arrested for violating
the ordinance in Sacramento that makes
it illegal to camp outside for more than
one night. “They told me, ‘you’ll be
handcuffed for your own protection,’” he
says, laughing.
On this late August evening, quiet settles
over campsite. We call this place “Safe

Ground.” That’s what the green sign says
on the gate by the alley. A few campers
are reading paperbacks in their tents,
stretched out on their sleeping bags;
someone is stirring a pot of beans in the
kitchen area at the other end of the lot.
On the street outside, the Amador long
distance buses are rumbling home to
their cement barn on the corner. Further
off, on the steep embankment behind
the campsite, a freight train, the steel
couplings and wheels grinding and
abrading, rends the peace with the shriek
of metal. We are only safe for now.
In late August 2009, thirty homeless men
and women moved onto an empty lot
near downtown Sacramento leased from
its owner. The camp was supported by
local organizations of homeless people

and their allies, including the Sacramento
Homeless Organizing Committee and Safe
Ground Sacramento. However briefly,
the vision became real – a glimpse of
how homeless people could live without
drugs, alcohol, and the threat of violence,
free from harassment and arrest.
On September 2, 2009, the City police
arrived at the Safe Ground camp and
issued citations to the campers. The crime
was their violation of Sacramento’s anticamping ordinance – which prohibits
living outside, or “camping,” for more
than one night anywhere in the city. The
police loaded up, and seized as “evidence,”
all the essentials of life – tents, bedrolls,
tarps, cooking equipment and food. As
well as a scattering of chairs.

continued on page 3
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FIFTY YEARS OF ORGANIZING FROM SELMA TO SAN FRANCISCO:
A MEDITATION ON “HOUSEKEYS NOT HANDCUFFS” BY PAUL BODEN
By Cathleen Williams
Fifty years ago, in 1964, as the chill of winter
descended upon Selma, Alabama, local voting
rights activists in the Dallas County Voters
League -- who had been working with organizers
from the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee to register black voters since 1963
-- called upon Reverend Martin Luther King
Jr. and the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference for assistance.
Together, the three organizations chose Selma
as the site for launching a major campaign that
would demand national voting rights legislation,
holding its first rally on January 2, 1965. Just
a few weeks later, in mid-February, Jimmie
Lee Jackson, an African American civil rights
activist from Marion, Alabama, was mortally
wounded by an Alabama State Trooper while
Jackson tried to protect his mother from police
attack during a march for voting rights. Out
of the horror and anger following this killing,
the march to Montgomery was born on March
7, 1965.
The bleak day vibrated with symbolism
and palpable tension. The bridge where the
marchers crossed over the Alabama River in
Selma was called the Edmund Pettus Bridge,
named after an enslaver, a former Confederate
General, a Ku Klux Klan leader, and a U.S.
Senator. At the head of the line, soberly dressed
in suits and overcoats against the cold, walked
Hosea Williams of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference and John Lewis of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.
As the line slowly approached, two by two,
State Troopers lunged chaotically forward,
batons raised, and clubbed down the marchers
by the dozens until they lay bloody and dazed
by the roadside.
The outrage that exploded after this violence
– and after the killing by the Ku Klux Klan,
two days later, of James Reeb, a Unitarian
Minister from Boston who had responded to
Dr. King’s call to come to Selma – culminated
in a march of thousands to the State Capitol in
Montgomery on March 21, 1965. Ultimately,
years of organizing, and continuing grass roots
protest, brought about the passage of the 1965
Voting Rights Act, which was first introduced
in Congress in mid-March of that year.
In the dramatic events of fifty years ago, the
interaction between grass-roots activity and
organizational leadership built a movement
and created a political environment that made
new advances in human rights possible. As
illustrated by a recent book by Paul Boden,
HOUSEKEYS NOT HANDCUFFS: Homeless
Organizing, Art, and Politics in San Francisco

worthless and dysfunctional people. Until
the 1990’s this narrative dominated the public
conversation about homelessness.
But the community saw early on that “it was
the lack of affordable housing that created
homelessness, not the lack of emergency
shelters. And it didn’t take us more than five
minutes to figure that out.”
Out of the struggle with the City, a new
organization was created by activists – the
Coalition on Homelessness. “You can’t use
charity as a substitute for change. You can’t use
a bureaucracy as a substitute to fulfill a need,
and you can’t do things strictly for others. To
be meaningful, change has to be owned and
created by the people who are most affected
and Beyond, today organizers for homeless or directly being hurt by what currently
civil rights are taking a similar path to build a exists.” The organizational activity of the
movement and create a political environment Coalition was grounded on the involvement
to bring about the passage of a new Homeless of the ordinary people – no different from the
Bill of Rights in Sacramento. This new “housed” population – who had been forced to
book traces the history of the homeless civil the wall by poverty and become homeless.
rights movement and the organizations that
emerged to carry it forward, just as civil rights The Coalition’s outreach program brought
organizations carried forward the struggle for homeless people into the organization, and
voting rights.
won due process for people who were being
kicked out of shelters. Like the Sacramento
“Thirty years ago, just out of my teens,” Homeless Organizing Committee’s Homeward
writes Paul Boden in HOUSING NOT Street Journal, the Coalition began publishing
HANDCUFFS, “I hit the Tenderloin in San street papers in San Francisco and the East
Francisco with nowhere to go. I got incredibly Bay, Street Sheet and Street Spirit, “to create
lucky and connected with people who made our own forum for educating the public
up an institution called Hospitality House. using our own voice, our documentation, and
There, I was not only encouraged but also (eventually) our artwork.”
expected to become part of a community of
people and organizations that operated in the By 2001, Paul Boden began to help establish
spirit of social justice.”
a regional campaign to bring social justice
homeless organizations together to create
From that moment, Paul began working one voice, building power to influence State
with community organizations to respond to and Federal policies and priorities that were
an emerging crisis that wasn’t even called impacting lives on the local level. The Western
homelessness yet. At the onset of the rainy Regional Advocacy Project (WRAP) brought
winter of 1982, when “many community together nine organizations in California and
members suddenly found themselves without Oregon – including the Sacramento Homeless
housing,” church-based and community-based Organizing Committee. The new organization
groups demanded that the City be accountable. was brought into being to broaden awareness
At the same time they responded to the crisis of the real context of homelessness – that it
themselves, setting up referral systems, was not a “lifestyle” problem but an affordable
opening up gyms, drop in centers, and the housing problem – and to broaden the scope of
pews of hundred year old churches for people grass roots involvement beyond the Bay Area
to sleep.
.
In the years that followed, the City’s resistance WRAP researched and published Without
to dealing with the crisis hardened; for the Housing: Decades of Federal Housing
pitiful dollars it did earmark for services, it Cutbacks, Massive Homelessness and Policy
imposed massive bureaucratic demands on Failures (2006). As the book demonstrates,
service providers “to validate who it is you are “The crisis of homelessness was not inevitable.
serving, what you are doing with the money, It had a human cause…Without Housing…
and how you are fixing the homeless people fills in the picture: federal cuts to affordable
so that they can fit back into the society.” In
continued next page
other words, homelessness was caused by

Right to Rest Rally and
Court of Appeals Hearing
January 20, 2015
914 Capitol Mall
1:30 PM Rally to support our Right to Rest
and pre-gathering for the Court of Appeals.
Rally will also be part of a West Coast Day
of Actions to highlight WRAP’s Homeless Bill
of Rights Campaign and the Right to Rest
Model Legislation.
2:00 PM Oral Arguments will be heard
on the 1st floor on the constitutionality of
Sacramento’s
anti-camping
ordinance.
Your presence will help show the court how
important this is to our community!

Court of Appeals
continued from page 1

The homeless campers returned and set up
new tents, new sleeping bags and tarps. On
September 4, 2009 the police rolled up in
their black and whites and their utility trucks
once more, again citing all the campers and
confiscating all the property. But the homeless
campers returned.
On September 12, 2009, the police raided the
camp a final time, not only loading up all the
possessions on the lot, but also arresting and
transporting to jail the homeless people who
had taken up residence there.
Today, five years later, housing is still beyond
reach and shelter is still unavailable. Life
goes on as before – homeless campers search
for places to sleep each night, gathering under
bridges, particularly when rain threatens,

“HOUSEKEYS NOT HANDCUFFS” BY PAUL BODEN
housing by over $50 billion a year
between 1979 and 1983. That’s when
shelters began. That’s when people
were beginning to be forced to live on
the street in numbers unheard of since
the 1930s.” Forty thousand copies of
the study have been downloaded from
WRAP’s website.
WRAP has now been a leader in the
ongoing campaign to formulate and
advance new legislation to protect the
civil rights of homeless people across the
state as new (but old fashioned) punitive
measures are enacted – for example,
Sacramento’s criminalization of living
outside anywhere in the City (the “anticamping ordinance”) and the sit-lie laws
passed in San Francisco and LA that
punish sitting or lying on sidewalks.
Like ordinances enacted since the 1900’s
that punish the “transients” and the
“unwanted” (read, Black, Brown, poor,
disabled) these new laws have been
enacted to criminalize the very existence
–since their lives are lived outside – of
people in dire poverty.
As Paul Boden writes, “…we still
absolutely [feel] the responsibility to keep
organizing, to keep responding to, and to
keep fighting the massive displacement,
dehumanization, and criminalizing that
people [are] experiencing every day. “
Today more than ever, the Homeless Bill
of Rights is a human necessity.

because bridges protect against the wet. It’s
safer to be in a group. But there is no safe
ground.
On January 21, 2015 at 2 p.m., the legal
challenge to the anti-camping ordinance will
be heard in Sacramento’s Court of Appeal:
the homeless campers, represented by local
civil rights attorney Mark Merin, assert that
the Sacramento City ordinance which makes
it a crime to live outdoors on public property,
or on private property for more than one night
even with the consent of the owner, applied
to them at a time when there is no private
or public shelter available, violates both the
State and Federal Constitution. This case
focuses the spotlight on the simple human
right of being – being in safety somewhere
– during the dark nights of our lives.

continued from previous page

HOUSING NOT HANDCUFFS comes
alive with the many glorious posters and
photographs printed on its glossy pages.
As artist Art Hazelwood writes, “Over the
past 30 years, as the disastrous proportions
of contemporary homelessness became
the everyday world of American life,
artwork increasingly served as a vital
part of organizing and bearing witness
to the struggles of homeless people.”
HOUSING NOT HANDCUFFS can
be ordered from WRAP’s website
(wraphome. org). Proceeds will help fund
the Homeless Bill of Rights Campaign.
Western Regional Advocacy Project’s
Homeless Bill of Right Campaign is currently
working on Right to Rest Model Legislation that
will protect the following rights and prohibit the
enforcement of any local laws that violate these
rights (#Right2Rest):
1. Right to move freely, rest, sleep,
pray and be protected in public
space without discrimination.
2. Right to rest in public spaces and
protect oneself from the elements
in a non-obstructive manner.
3. Right to occupy a legally parked
vehicle.
4. Right to share food and eat in
public.

Poster Courtesy WRAP
Photos: Dorothea Lange (top)
Francisco J. Dominguez (bottom)
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MOVEMENTS ON THE MOVE

On Saturday, December 13th the NAACP marched from Southside Park to the State
Capitol, which culminated in a rally. This march was in solidarity with the victums of
police violence against people of color and the poor.

99RISE and the Raging Grannies of Sacramento sing at the California State Capitol
of July 4, 2014.. 99RISE walked from Los Angeles to Sacramento to lobby the state
legislature. They were successful in passing necessary bills and obtaining Governor
Brown’s signature, which enabled Citizens United to be placed on the California Ballot.
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Photographs by Francisco J. Dominguez

On December 19th 2013 The Longest Walk #4 left Sacramento on its’ way to San
Francisco. This Native American walk started in Washington, D.C. in July 2013 to
recognize Native American Treaty Rights regarding respect for Mother Earth.

On March 15th, 2014, Californians Against Fracking protested against Governor
Brown and the legislative decision to allow fracking in California.

On December 2, 2014, UC Davis students marched in protest from the campus
through downtown Davis in opposition to Janet Nepolitano and the UC Regents
decision to raise student tuition at the UC Campuses.

On March 29th, 2014 the Annual Cesar Chavez March made its way through
downtown Sacramento. This march was sponsored by the Labor Counsel for Latin
American Advancement.
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Shortage of Affordable Housing
Carol White, a social worker with Family Promise
of Sacramento, says families she sees are recently
displaced and homeless predominantly because either
their landlord has decided to sell their dwelling and has
evicted them, or they have been living with others who
then move out and they cannot make the rent.
“When you have been evicted from other places, it’s
a big problem in terms of renting anything else. Most
of the families we see all seem to have one or two
evictions of this nature,” White says.
Director of the Sacramento Housing Alliance Darryl
Rutherford says the calls to his office from desperate
people who are finding it impossible to rent a place
to live are increasing. “Rents are what the market will
bear. Couple this with the low minimum wage, housing
is getting out of reach for a lot of people,” he says. The
median rent in Sacramento has increased 13 percent
over the past year, he says.
Another issue is the proposed development for
Sacramento’s downtown area, Rutherford says. “Soon
it will be catering to the few elite and ultimately shove
the working poor out to the fringes.”
Rutherford says that with the gentrification of
downtown, a lot of small businesses that are not
included in the economic development plan will be
displaced as well. “Sacramento is definitely not going
to meet its goals for sustainability. One can appreciate
the focus on redevelopment of downtown but it should
be with a minimum impact on the people there.
“You lose a lot of the fiber of the community, all the
social connections of the neighborhood, when you
drive people out to create condos, boutique hotels (as
is the case of the Marshall Hotel on 7th Street which
has been a 90-room single room occupancy hotel for
low income people) and large hotels.”
“People are not seeing the larger picture in the need
for affordable housing. They think it is for ‘those
people’—the homeless or extremely poor. They do not
think about themselves as being low income. If only

continued from page 1

more people would understand that we are fighting for
the working class.”

people. The Castro is losing older gay men... Upscale
tech types are moving into all these neighborhoods.”

A recent article in the Sacramento Bee quoted neighbors
of the Loaves & Fishes’ area, where there are plans to
move Friendship Park to another on site location, as
saying they were afraid that more people will be drawn
to their part of Sacramento and cause sanitation and
petty crime problems. But with the rapid displacement
of people from ever more expensive places to live,
a surge in homeless, near homeless, poor, and low
income workers searching for cheaper housing is
already a fait accompli.

Avicolli Mecca calls San Francisco “a war zone” with
working class and strong communities being pushed
out. “We are becoming a city of the rich.”

Director of Counseling Programs Avicolli Mecca at
the Housing Rights Commission of San Francisco says
that city is seeing an epidemic of evictions in working
class neighborhoods. “There is a mass exodus of poor
and working class people. They are being forced to
leave the city or become homeless.”
He says real estate speculators are coming from around
the world and availing themselves of the Ellis Act to
buy cheap rent control buildings, then evicting tenants.
The Ellis Act provides loopholes for landlords in
selling their buildings and circumventing municipal
rent control provisions like San Francisco’s.
Avicolli Mecca says the new landlords typically divide
up or re-rent the spaces for an astronomical fee. “Then
we are seeing lots of condos being built. There is a
need for affordable housing but the city is not paying
attention here, either. So now you have SROs turned
into Air B&B’s or tourist rooms sold for tons of money
by the night. We are no longer housing poor people in
SROs.”
“I live in a city that is supposed to be filled with the most
compassionate, understanding and caring people in the
world; yet I see a constant abuse of the homeless and
displacement of the working class. Plus we are losing
diversity. The African American population is down
from 21 to 6 percent and Latinos and LGBT people are
being pushed out of the Mission, particularly young

A flood of displaced people coming to the Sacramento
area certainly is imminent if people do comparative
shopping. A family in the San Francisco Mission’s
upscaled buildings will have to earn $30,000 a month
to afford their $10,000 a month apartment. In the
Castro, the rents for newcomers will soon go as high
as $8,500 a month.
Nationally, says Out of Reach, the 2014 two-bedroom
housing wage was $18.92, more than two and a half
times the federal minimum wage, and 52 percent
higher than it was in 2000. In none of the American
States can a full-time minimum wage worker afford a
one-bedroom or a two-bedroom rental at Housing and
Urban Development-estimated fair market rent.
In December, the National Low Income Housing
Coalition urged policy-makers to raise the federal
minimum wage and combat income inequality. They
also have pushed for funding of the National Housing
Trust Fund to build, preserve and rehabilitate rental
homes that are affordable for low-income households.
“The shortage of affordable housing must be addressed.
Expanding the supply of affordable rental homes
dedicated to the lowest income renters is a critical
and fundamental part of any real solution,” says the
coalition, “In both rural and urban America, renters are
affected by the affordable housing shortage and rents
are expected to continue to rise in coming years as the
demand grows. Over half of all renters (53 percent) are
cost burdened, paying over 30 percent of their income
for housing, up from 12 percent” a decade ago.
“The lack of decent housing affordable to low income
households has remained a pervasive national issue for
over 25 years, affecting every single community across
the United States.”

Reality of Abuse for Skid Row Women
By Suzette Shaw

Skid Row Resident,
Poet, Feminist Activist

Los Angeles: Walking The Row I see a brother creep
up behind this homeless sister, who is bent over in
scant clothing, consequently revealing herself. He
quickly snaps a photo of her exposed backside, skirts
away with a boyish grin on his face. It’s creepy….

Assessment”). This report was also picked up by
The Huffington Post: “These often-invisible women
experience sexual assault at an alarming rate (written
8/11/14 by Robbie Couch)”.

While this is happening the police roll by yet say
nothing. As far as I’m concerned … he violated her!
Where is the “protect and serve”?! If this is not a
crime, it should be. Yet, this is the pervasive sexism
which goes on in our country, including here in Skid
Row.

DWAC surveyed women, which also highlighted the
disparaging number of racial minorities; predominantly
African-American. Further, the report noted an
alarming number of older women who dwell in this
community. When raising the issue of “Exploitation
of Women in Skid Row”, according to the DWAC
Assessment, “over the course of their lives, a distressing
31.5% of women have felt the need to perform a sexual
favor in exchange for food, protection, cash and even
housing. So, this is the reality of many women living
here in Skid Row.

DWAC (Downtown Women’s Coalition) released a
report depicting the state of domestic violence done to
women here in Skid Row, “Violence Against Women”
(page 16 of “2013 Downtown Women’s Needs

“Exploitation of homeless women and extremely
low-income women does exist.” Americans detest
this plight in other countries yet turn heads to what
surrounds us in our homeland…

Throwing Dice
Janne Karlsson is an insanely productive artist from Sweden.
Over the years he’´s been widely published in street papers
around the world. When Janne is not busy drawing, he’s waiting impatiently for you to check out his books through Epic
Rites Press or his website www.svenskapache.se. Feel free to
drop him a line at svenskapache@gmail.com.

X-Mas 2014

For those who became homeless after fleeing from
violence of sexual assault, re-victimization may
compound the trauma from which they fled. It is crucial
that service providers understand patterns of abuse
and be aware of the power dynamics at play, as well
as advocate to ensure those working with vulnerable
populations be held accountable.
Additionally,
holding males who perpetuate this “sexist” behavior
is a must.

It was Xmas in 2014
But the streets
They were sad
They were mean.

A rainbow-hued crowd
Broke through loud and clear
Confronting the system
The fascists of fear.

According to the World Health Organization “victims
of sexual assault are 6 times more likely to suffer
PTSD, 13 times more likely to abuse alcohol, 26 times
more likely to abuse drugs.” As Whoopi Goldberg’s
character says in the movie The Color Purple, “I may
be poor, I may be black. And I may even be ugly. But
I’m here - I’m here.”

Still the streets
Were moving with spirit
The chants rising up
All can hear it

It was Xmas in 2014
Despite their repressive machine
New mass movement energies
Brighten the scene.

Lives matter, no matter
The lies of police
Black and Brown lives matter
No Justice No Peace.

Where will it go
How fast or how slow
The future my friends
We of course cannot know.

It was Xmas in 2014
So many murders we’ve seen
Still a wave of brave youth
Sings out the truth-

But we deep-hearted harbor
Without a doubt
The hope that humanity
Must finally win out.

Now, it’s time to do right and do better by the women
of this community…

by Lincoln Bergman - Co-Poet Laureate of Richmond, California

A Special Thanks to Our
Homeward Underwriters:
Arturo Baiocchi
Ronald Blubaugh
Jennifer Christine
David W. Dratman
Fairman-Elliott
Shauna Heckert
Moe Mohanna
Ruth & Allan Pleaner
Muriel Strand
Organize Sacramento
Paratransit, Inc.
Women’s Empowerment
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Yes!

Welcome to

I want to see HOMEWARD,

a newspaper produced by homeless people, expand in Sacramento.
Enclosed find my donation of $20 for a one year subscription.
Please mail my copies to:

Name: _________________________________________________
Street & Apt: ____________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________________
State:_____________________________ Zip: _________________

19.1

Office Use Only

Received

Make checks payable to the Sacramento Homeless Organizing Committee (SHOC)
and mail to: PO Box 952 Sacramento, CA 95812
clip & mail coupon

HOMELESS RESOURCES
Night Shelters

Women & Children

Crisis Intervention

Salvation Army: 12th and North B St. 30
days per year: Dormitory living, C&S: Dinner, breakfast clothing for residents: Men/
Women: Sign-up SA patio weekdays at
1PM. 442-0331

Maryhouse: 1321 No. C St. suite 32:
Breakfast for Women and children 8am9am. Day shelter 8am-3pm weekdays for
women and families.

WEAVE: Services for victims of domestic
violence and sexual assault and their children. Referrals to court mandated battery
intervention programs, Safe house, 24 hr.
crisis line: 920-2952

St. Johnís Shelter: Women and Children.
4410 Power Inn Rd. Call between 10am &
3pm for space availability. 453-1482
Union Gospel Mission: 400 Bannon St.
Beds for Men Only, sign up 6:30pm at mission, Newcomers/Referrals have priority.
7:30pm Chapel Service with meal afterwards, 6am breakfast for residents. Showers / shaves 9-11am & 1-2:45pm. open to
all homeless men: 447-3268
Next Move (formerly SAEHC)
24 hr
Family Shelter; Families, single adults
with children who have no other resource:
Womenís Refuge; single women, no children: Call for screening/space availability
455-2160
Day Shelters
Friendship Park: 12th St. & North C: Weekdays 7am - 2:30pm: open to anyone: Many
services
Meals
Union Gospel Mission: 400 Bannon St.: 7
days, Evening meal, Men/Women: Church
service 7:00pm required, dinner following
8:30-9:15pm. Sunday 11am service, lunch
at noon. 447-3268
Loaves & Fishes: 1321 No. C St.: Lunch
every day 11:30am-1pm. Tickets available
7 am- 12:30 pm at Friendship Park weekdays: at 8 am on Saturday and 10am on
Sundays .
WomenísCivic Improvement Center: Seniors Only: 3555 3rd Ave. 11:30-12:30
lunch M-F 452-2866
Food-not-Bombs: serves free food in Cesear Chavez Plaza, 9th & J St., every Sunday 1:30 pm. All Welcome.
Foundation of Faith Ministries 2721 Dawes
St. Rancho Cordova. Every 4th Sat. 3-5
pm All Welcome.
Glory Bound Street Ministry 4527 Parker
Ave. Sundays; breakfast 11:30 am after
10 am church service; dinner 6:30 pm after 5 pm church service: Fridays; dinner 7
pm after 6 pm church service. Must attend
services. 452-7078

Wellspring 3414 4th St.: T&Th full breakfast: M-W-F continental breakfast for
women and children. 454-9688
see Wind in Youth Services for young
adults
Free Clothing
Sacramento Food Bank: 3333 3rd Ave.
(at Broadway) 10am-2pm Mon - Fri. 4561980
Union Gospel Mission: 400 Bannon St.
Men: M-Sat 9-11am or 1-2:45pm: Women
and Children: Thurs. 9 am signup, 9:3010am bible study, 10 am - 12 pm shop.
447-3268
Glory Bound Street Ministry 4527 Parker
Ave. Clothes Closet, Sundays 11:30 am all
welcome. 452-7078
Medical
Mercy Clinic: For homeless adults, children: Nurseís office in Friendship park
7:30am & 12:30pm. 446-3345
Sacramento Dental Clinic: 4600 Broadway (Primary Care Blding) Walk-ins 8 am
- 12:30 pm 874-8300
Mental Health
Guest House, 1400 N. A St.: Homeless
Mental Health Clinic, M,W,Th,Fri., 811:30am Tues 8-11:30am only. Mental
Health evaluation, medication if needed.
Housing referrals for mentally ill, GA
refs, SSI aps, refs to A & D counseling:
443-6972
TLCS Intake Offices: 1400 N.íAí St. Blding.
A; Adults 18 yrs & up; Refferrals to transitional living programs, independant living,
mental health support services; SSI/SSDI
application assistance;
Walk-ins 811am M-F 440-1500
Genesis: Professional Counseling for life
problems. Referrels. 401 12th St. (DeLaney Center). 699-1536

Homeward:

Please help us make a differance!

About SHA
The Sacramento Housing Alliance is a network of concerned
citizens who promote decent affordable housing for low income
households and homeless people
through advocacy and participation in public discourse.
For more info, or if you would
like to participate, please call:

(916) 455-4900
http://sachousingalliance.org
1800 21st Street Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95811
The SHA does not itself
provide or manage housing.

AIDS / HIV
AIDS Housing Alliance provides residential care, transitional housing & permanent
housing services to homeless persons living with aids. 329-1093 weekdays.
CARES (Center for AIDS Research, Education and Service): 1500 21st ST. Serves
people with HIV and AIDS. Medical care,
mental health, case mgmt, health ed and
regional prevention/ed classes.
4433299
Breaking Barriers: Homeless Outreach
Program provides direct services to people
living with AIDS and HIV. Transportation
to social services, medical appointments,
job interviews, and housing assistance.
447-2437
Harm Reduction Services: 40001 12 Ave.;
High risk outreach; HIV, Hep-C testing;
case management for HIV; free medical
clinic, needle exchange. 456-4849
Alternative Test Site: Free anonymous testing, Wed /Thurs. Call for appt.
8747720.
Legal Aid
Disability Rights, CA: Free legal services
for people with disabilities. Call for appt.
toll free: TTY:(800)776-5746
Tommy Clinkenbeard Legal Clinic: 401
12th St. (DeLaney Center) Free legal assistance and advocacy for problems related to homelessness. 446-0368
Legal Services of Northern California, Inc:
515 12th St. (at E ST.) M-F 8:30am-12pm,
1pm-5pm. Problems with public benefits,
landlord / tenant, divorce clinic. Call for
appt. 551-2150
Welfare Rights: 1901 Alhambra Blvd. (2nd
floor) M-F 9am-5pm: AFDC, Food Stamps,
Workfare and Medical rep at hearings.
736-0616
Social Security Disability / SSI Lawyer Free
Consultation (916) 658-1880

Youth Services

Veterans

Diogenes: youth 16-21 yrs old. Hot Line
call 1-800-339-7177

VA Outreach: 1-800-827-1000
Homeless VA Coordinator:(916) 364-6547

Mather VA Social Works: help getting
DD-214, any vet. (916) 843-7064
Sacramento Veterans Resource Center
7270 East Southgate Dr. 393-8387
Miscellaneous
Francis House Center: 1422 C St. 9:00noon walk-in - direct services resource
counseling, vouchers for IDs, Dvr Licenses, Birth Certs, Transp Assistance;
noon-3:00 - appts for in-depth resource
counseling; by appt: Senior/Disability/
Verteranís advocacy, notary service. Job
Development Center open 9am-3pm MTuW-F and noon-3pm Th. Motel vouchers for
qualified families. 443-2646
Sacramento Food Bank & Family Services: 3333 3rd Ave. (south of Broadway)
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri 10am-1:30pm, and
Wed 4pm-7pm. 456-1980.
Social Services: 28th & R ST. M-F 7:30am5pm. Call for asst. 874-2072
Employment Development Department
(EDD): 2901 50th St. (at Broadway) MF8am-5pm. Unemployment, job services.
227-0300
Medi-Cal:
1-800-773-6467,1-888-7471222. Or see DHA eligibility workers 1725
28th St. 916-874-2256
Social Security Office: 8581 Folsom Blvd
(East of College Greens Lite-rail stop) M-F
9am-4:30pm 381-9410: Natl line 1-800772-1213

211 Sacramento
Dial 211

for tele-info & referral service

Califorina Youth Crisis Line:

1-800-843-5200

Health Rights Hotline:
551-2100

Homeward
Street
Journal has been publishing since 1997 as
a non-profit project
of the Sacramento
Homeless Organizing
Committee, which is a member of the
Sacramento Housing Alliance. The
paper’s mission is to alleviate miscommunication between communities by
educating the public about housing and
poverty issues, and by giving homeless people a voice in the public forum.
Homeward also informs homeless persons of shelter and occupational assistance, and acts as a creative self-help
opportunity for those individuals who
wish to participate.
The opinions expressed in Homeward
are those of the authors, and not necessarily the Sacramento Housing Alliance or SHOC or Homeward.
Submissions and Editorial Policy
We welcome any participation or contributions: Articles, poems and other
writing can be submitted at our office
in Friendship Park, or mailed to the address below.
All writing submitted for publication
will be edited as necessary, with due
respect for the author’s intent. The editors will attempt to consult with an author if changes are necessary, however,
the paper will go to print with the story
as edited if the author is unavailable.
All Letters to the Editor must be signed
to be published. If the writer wishes to
remain anonymous s/he should so state,
but the letter must still be signed .
Poetry and graphics will not be edited,
either the paper will publish the submission or not.
In submitting articles to the paper,
authors give their permission to print
their submissions in accordance with
the above stipulations, as well as possible reprinting in NASNA member
papers, with due byline. Any requests
for stories outside the above three will
be referred to the author.
Subscriptions are available with a
$20 contribution. Make checks out to
SHOC (Sacramento Homeless Organizing Committee).
Loaves & Fishes is not affiliated with
the Homeward Street Journal in
any way.
Participants with the
paper are not allowed to solicit for
donations for L&F, nor make any
reference regarding the relationship
between Loaves & Fishes and this
newspaper whatsoever.
All correspondence can be sent to:
Homeward Street Journal
PO Box 952
Sacramento, CA 95812
The paper may be reached at:
(916) 442-2156
The paper may also be
E-mailed at
homeward2@yahoo.com
On the web at:
http://homeward.wikispaces.com

